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Reimagining Bloodlines 

from family, our stories  
stories like sticky traces 

congealed bits of jam left lying on things in the kitchen 
time is the ingredient  

it travels, unravels from traces and remains  

from the metaphysics of inheritance 
our land from far away 

the distant memory of heat 
lingering in dispute  

how it churns through all of us  
swimming in the sea of blood  

the ghosts of the gone  
pass through us 

abrasive in their transmission 
adorn us in flecks of gold and red 

laying out the tracks  
is it best to follow? 

but they feed us histories  
teach us what it means to be 

truth is the decider 
  

- will I remember ? 



Entropy  

to decipher the invisible with words,  
is to loose its true state in translation 

the invisible phenomena speaks through sensation.  



Familial Connections 

you  s t r e t c h  outwards  
and smile 
walking forwards  
you see 
see what I have seen 
I see 
what you have seen 

2 parts of me  
1 part of you  

we search for ourselves  
through endless library shelves  

the dusty aged volumes 

engines relentlessly hissing 
clanking  
whistling along 
to the persistent beats of life 

we do because we are  
well for now 

there’s a strange feeling I get 
when I question 

I ask 
how you change 

when you ask me 
how I change  
how I feel  



Passing Time 

the invisible glass 
sand timer 

as the spirit slips away 
echoes; softly falls 

away, but  
will not in my  

memory… 



Self Portrait 

move beyond  
not everything has to be split into two 

I don’t like between this or that  
more like 

stacks upon stacks 
a consolidated big sphere 

a jumbled mess 
moving through universals  

in constant flux of production 
we are not given it on a silver platter 

its for us to play with 
deep sensory dialogue 

reading in-between the lines 
this is where authenticity lies  

I the speaker, you the listener  
a reclamation of disjuncture  



The Infinity Mirror 

there’s no choice 
but to gaze  

the infinity mirror, 
as the truth 

plays on a loop 
the portal opens and I  

fall 
down, down, further 

in - my thoughts command 
dictate, dominate,  

only my shallow breath 
in this inescapable void  

choices we make for and from the ones we love 
solid gold 

they shine an iridescent hue  
I give to myself as I give to you  

life the hammer  
each instance a small chip  

a flutter, as my past, present  
and now my future is taken  
cascading around my feet  

for a precious moment I am  
among them, sat in their seat 

in their crowd  

but I don’t say anything  
as the photographs don’t speak  

I think I understand  
perhaps things will be certain when we finally meet  

and I gaze upon myself I see  
just a glimmer of gold 



Translation  

origins flow through  
—————————————— 
them before me 
them before you 
them before those  

down the vessel it goes  
entangled in the sacred thread 
showered with the past 
pacifying the fire  
with fennel seeds 

the feeder  
must feel a hunger  
or is survival the distraction 
migrant time  
its own type of ferment 



Food for Thought 

the stainless steel thaal 
mirroring  

emptied and cleaned 
and in its silence it looks at me 

wondering  
searching  

wading through dialect 
writing as thinking  
thinking as writing  

memories and desire 
flooding the obscure  

the desperation  
an invisible loophole 

but we feel it  
shapeshifting through  

this geometrical process 
boundless and tangled 
characterised by daring 
warped and wrapped  

beading between bones and blood vessels 
lines drawn in the shadows  

nestling in the passages of ambiguity  



Lucid Dreaming  

I turn my body to face  
the emptiness 

the intangible  

look! 
I am alive  

and this is a life  

to what do I owe this honour? 

so out of the blue  
a near by portal  

calls for my attention 
and I can’t resist  


